Of all the pandemics to have affected Europe and the Middle East, that of 541--750 has attracted remarkably little attention. Compared with the Black Death in the 1340s, it has seemed remote from the purview of western European scholars, for several reasons. Western European sources are scanty, and suggest that recurrences of the plague after the initial outbreak were sporadic. By contrast, the plague was endemic in the Middle East for centuries, before it disappeared in almost as bewildering a manner as it had arrived. The most detailed accounts are either by Byzantine or Arab writers, few of whom have been translated into English.

This volume should help to change these perceptions. Lester Little has assembled an impressive cast, who survey the impact of this epidemic on the Near East, Byzantium and the Latin West. They raise questions about the nature of the sources, from prayers and hymns to archival and archaeological remains. Together with Little\'s introduction, they provide the reader with a broad overview of a major epidemic, and of its social and economic consequences. It is a pity that the conference paper by Larry Conrad could not be included, for his 1981 Princeton dissertation, and many subsequent papers, transformed historians' understanding of the Middle Eastern material on this pandemic.

But this volume is also significant because it includes two long papers, by Robert Sallares and Michael McCormick, on the impact of modern DNA studies on our understanding of the epidemiology of plague, and a third, by Jo Hays, that seeks to interpret the consequence of these discoveries for historians. The value of these three papers transcends the title of the book, for what they say applies to all studies of pre-modern plague. They discuss biovars and mutations, the difficulties of DNA analysis, and the problems of comparing modern medical discoveries with data from the past. The important work on rat archaeology by Frédérique Audoin-Rouzeau is given its due, as also is that on climate change. It helps too that most scholars have accepted that this pandemic was caused by bubonic plague, i.e. *Yersinia pestis,* and that the debate over this identification has not been as fraught as that over the Black Death. But Sallares rightly looks at the Black Death, and attacks those who believe that that epidemic was caused by something other than *Yersinia pestis.*

Sallares and McCormick both accept Devignat\'s theory of three major biovars of plague, *antiqua, medievalis,* and *orientalis,* each corresponding to the three epidemics that began in the sixth century, the fourteenth century, and the late nineteenth century. They take the story down to 2004, but with subtle differences (cf. pp. 254 and 296), and they must be congratulated on explaining the complexities of modern molecular biology in so accessible a manner.

But the story has moved on since then, and may be followed in *Medical History*'s Supplement No. 27 (2008). Despite Sallares' optimism, many research groups still find difficulty in replicating the results of Didier Raoult\'s group, and some of the findings on which Sallares relies for confirmation of Raoult\'s hypotheses have since been withdrawn. It is also becoming increasingly clear that the pattern of spread of plague in 541, and still more, in 1345--50, was very different from that of modern plague. All may still have been caused by *Yersinia pestis,* and have been spread by rats, but the substantial differences in their epidemiology need more attention than is given here. The puzzle is made still more complex by the announcement in *Emerging Infectious Disease,* 2007, **13**: 332--3, that the same group has isolated plague DNA from a site in sixth to seventh century Vienne. If their findings are correct, and the jury is still out, then this will settle the question of the pathogen. But at the same time this also destroys the crucial postulate of Devignat, and subsequent plague researchers, since the type of DNA found is *orientalis,* not *antiqua*. In other words, the same biovar, in the view of the French team, is responsible for all three pandemics. While the distinguishing features noted by Devignat are indeed important, their significance in determining the pattern of plague is doubtful (see Ann Carmichael, 'Universal and particular: the language of plague, 1348--1550', *Med. Hist.,* Supplement No. 27), especially as the capacity of *Yersinia pestis* to mutate is far greater than was supposed even twenty years ago (see N C Stenseth, *et al*., *Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci. USA,* 2006, **103**: 13110--5). McCormick, who accepts both Devignat\'s three, relatively stable, biovars and the easy mutations of the bacillus, may be accused of wanting to have his cake and eat it. Others, like Peregrine Horden, in the *Cambridge companion to the age of Justinian,* take a much more nuanced line.

Does this matter to historians? Hays, in a courageous and innovative paper, suggests that it does. Certainly one can agree that epidemics have wider effects on society, but does it matter to know the behaviour of the modern pathogen? Here one may begin to have doubts, for the behaviour of modern plague differs in many respects from that recorded for the fourteenth, let alone the sixth, century. Hays himself notes that many historians' speculations depend on *Yersinia pestis* being the agent, and on its immutability, which thus allow us to work back from present observations: remove one postulate, and the speculations collapse. Recent work on plague DNA, while supporting the first hypothesis, seems to me to have destroyed the second. This is not to deny the possible value of the exercise, but only to warn of the dangers involved in using data of different types.

This volume, despite some obvious and acknowledged gaps, breaks new ground. It forces historians to revise their view of this neglected pandemic, and makes a largely successful bridge between molecular scientists and historians. No one interested in the history of epidemic diseases can afford to neglect what Sallares and McCormick have to say, even if, in the fast changing world of molecular biology, some of their statements are already outdated. This is a volume of conference proceedings that goes far beyond the normal boundaries of that genre, and fully justifies its editor\'s claims. Medieval plague will not be the same again.
